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In order to build a European Higher Education Area, different national systems need to be placed within a common framework allowing student mobility and the delivering of harmonized diplomas.

But it is only worth doing this if work on contents is carried out, especially on major issues for the decades to come.
The experience of a Franco-Czech-Ukrainian consortium

• Tempus III project (2007-2009) entitled:

« The concept of sustainable development in the training of agricultural specialists »

• 3 countries, 4 associated Universities
  – Bila Tsverkva National Agrarian University, Ukraine;
  – Kirovograd National Technical University, Ukraine;
  – AgroSup Dijon, France;
  – Czech University of Life Sciences, Prague

• 5 disciplines concerned
  – Sociology
  – Economy
  – Agronomy
  – Ecology
  – Agricultural Machinery
Respecting the Bachelor-Master system, the introduction of a transversal approach (replacing sector approach), the only one suitable with the concept of sustainable development:

- modification of the courses delivered to the students of the Ukrainian universities involved in order to allow “free thinking” and “breathing spaces” in the curriculum

- changing of the articulation of the disciplines in order to address the various skills and knowledge according to the new logic.

Specific tools were needed and have been set up….

The new modules in the four faculties started in September 2009…
"On the Internet, nobody knows you're a dog."
Present your ideas: what is the future of the countryside
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A manual on Sustainable Development

- To acquire general knowledge on SD transversal and international approaches
- To acquire basic knowledge on SD in each discipline theoretical and practical approaches
- To take a step back
- Illustrations et invitation for debate
Target groups of the manual

- Students of the two Ukrainian universities involved and more…

- Professors and researchers interested in SD…

- Rural and agricultural specialists, associations, professional organizations …
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Основи сталого розвитку аграрного сектора
This manual is a perfectly representative tool of progress that the Bologna process can initiate.

The challenge now, especially in Ukraine is to develop Chairs specialized on the issue of sustainable development within universities, to help researchers to progress in the understanding of the paradigm and to find the necessary solutions for their country.